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l. SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned uith the application of the Properties A and B 
associated with the incidence matrix to the analysis of Partially Dalanced 
Designs having Binary Number Association Scheme (BNAS) or Balanced Factorial 
SXperiments (BFE). 
We present a practical method of intra-and inter-block analysis of 
Partially Balanced Block Designs (PBBD) having BNAS. All group divisible 
association scheme designs, rectangular association scheme designs, hierarchi-
cal group divisible block designs, and direct product designs are BNAS PBB 
designs. Thus, the method presented in this paper vlill unify and simplify 
the calculations for the above various designs when compared with presently 
available procedures. Also, we extend the method to the PAB type rectangular 
designs. The various steps in the computation in the analysis are presented 
with numerical examples. 
1 WOrk partially supported under Public Health Research Grant 2-ROl-GM-
05900 from the National Institutes of Health~ 
2 In the Mimeo Series of the Biometrics Unit, Cornell University. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
The follmling notation will be used: 
i : m. X l coltunn vector having all elements unity, 
-mi 1. 
J = 1 1' : m. X m. matrix with all elements unity, 
ms, -m1 -m1 1. 1. 
I : m.x m. identity matrix, 
m1 1. 1. 
D. 5s. = { Im~ 
1. J 
ms. 
if 5. = 0 1. 
.. 
'• 
if 5. = l 
1. 
The direct product or Kronecker product of D. 5 s. and D .5 J will be written as 
1. J 
n. 5t ~ D. 0l and in general, the joint direct product of n D, 01(1=1,2,···,n) 
l J 1. 
i=l 
n . _· .- .. 
n 0 n.- 5 s. 
l 
will be written as 
Let there be v treatments, each replicated r times in b blocks of k plots 
each. - 1\ I' Let N 1,nijl' i=l,2,···,v; j=l,2,···,b, be the incidence matrix of 
the design, where n .. is equal to the number of times the i th treatment occurs lJ 
in the j th block. The set _up assumed is 
y. . = f..L + t . + 13J. + e .. , lJ 1. l.J 
where y .. is the yield of the plot in the jth block tb which the ith treat-
l.J 
ment is applied, f..L is the overall effect, t. is the effect of the ith treat~ 
J. 
ment, 13j is the effect of the jth block, and eij is the experimental error. 
(2.1) 
The effects f..L, ti' ·and 13j are assumed to be fixed constants, while the errors 
(e .. } are assumed to be independent normal variates with mean zero and variance 
l.J 
cr 2 (in section 4.2, the block effects {13.} will be assumed to be independent 
J 
random variates with mean zero and variance cr~). 
Let T. be the total yield of all plots having the ith treatment, B. be 
1. J 
th "' the total yield of all plots of the j block, and t 4 be a solution. for t. in 
... . l 
the normal equations. Further, we denote the column vectors with elements 
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" "' ..... (T1, T2, • • •, Tv), (B1, B2, • • •, ~), (t1, t 2, • • •, tv), and (t1, t 2, • • •, tJ by 'f, ~~ ~~ 
and ~ respectively. It is well known that the reduced normal equations for 
intra-block estimates of the treatment effects are 
where 
and 
. ' . " 







The matrix C defined in (2. 3) llill be called the C matrix of the design. 
The solution of (2.2) is 
"' + 
t = c ~' 
where C+ is a generalized inverse of C • 
Consider a factorial experiment with n factors F1,F2,···,Fn' where Fi 
n 
has m. levels for i=l,2,•••,n, there being v = n m. treatments, Kurkjian 
l. .: i=l l. 
and Zelen [1963] introduced a str'tFtural property of the design >-lhich is re-
(2.5) 
lated to the block (or column) incidence matrix N of the design. This struc-
tural property was termed Property. A and was defined as follow·s: 
A block design >-lill be said to have Property A or will be called a PA 
type block design if 
NN' = (A) 
where o1 = 0 or 1 for i=l,2,•·•,n, and h(o1,o2, ••• ,on) are constants. 





1 . 1 
for g(O,O,•••,O) = r- f h(O,O,···,O), ·g(61,s2, ••• ,6n) =- f h(B1,s2,···,6n) 
if (61'62 , ••• ,6n) /= 0 and I= (l,l,···i"i), and.thevalues of ;:.;-;i(xi"Bi) are 




0 1 mi 
x; 
J. 1 1 i 
Finally, since Cov(~) = C0"2 , we obtain 
" Cov(t) 




In a balanced factorial experiment with n factors F1,F2,···,Fn at m1,m2,···,mn 
levels respectively, the two treatments are the (p1,p2, ···,pn)th associates, 
where p.=l if the ith factor occurs at the same level in both the treatments 
1 
and p=G otherwise; A will denote the number of times these treatments 
Pl.Pa • • 'Pn 
occur together in a block. Then we have 
e 
n p p .. •p 1 2 n 
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n 1-
= n (m.-1) pi 
. 1 J. J.= . 
the number of (p1,p2,···,pn)th associates. 
(2.11) 
The association scheme could be called a ·~~p?ry number association scheme 
(BNAS)". Note: PBIB designs having BNAS are EGD/(2n-l)- PBIB designs as de-
fined by Hinkelmann (1964]. 
In the above BFE, suppose that the model (2.1) is assumed. Let 
n n-h 8q = e(q1,q_,•••,q ), where q = t qh2 for q.=~ or 1, be the efficiency ~ n h=l 1 
factor associated with the estimate .of generalized interaction F1Q.lF2~. • ·Fnqn 
' n n-h 
and A =A such that p = L ph2 for p.=O or 1, then Shad [1958] 
.1' P1 P:a • • ·Pn h=l J. 
obtained the following relation: 
n 




where F(m.) = l:__ [ 1 -l ] e = ( e (j el, ••• ' em) I' A := 
1 mt 1 m,-1' 
and e0=o, Am = r-rk, and conversely 
[ m1 -1 1] where G(m.) = 
J. -1 1 
(2.12) 
(2 .13) 
Kshirsager [1966] and Paik and Federer [1973b] have proved the following 
theorems: 
Theorem 2.1 Every PA ~block design is ~ BFE, and conversely. 
Theorem 2. 2 Every Balanced Factorial Incomplete Block Design is a PBIB 1vith 
BNAS and conversely. 
In the classical BIB design or PBIB design, no treatment appears more than 
once in a block. However, we may wish to apply some treatments more than once 
in a block. In such cases, the n-ary partially balanced block (NPBB) designs 
.f 
may be useful for application (see Tocher [1952] and Paik and Federer [1973b]). 
Pailc and Federer [197)bJ defined a BNAS· for an NPBB design having 
n 
v = n m. treatments applied in b ~Jlocks of k plots of each. In a factorial 
i=l l 
syst:m_ of n factors F1,F2,···,Fn at m1,m2,···,mn l~yels respectively, the 
two tr~atments are the (pl'p2, ... pn)th associate;·, where pi=l, if the ith 
factor occurs at the same level in both treatments and p.=O otherwise; 
l 
L_ will denote the number of times these treatments occur together 
-A Pa • • • Pn -
in the same blocks. Suppose two treatments t and t' are (p1,p2,··•p0 ) th 
associates and these treatments are replicated rtj and rt'j times in the jth 
bloc~ respectively, then 
= 
* r rk if (p1,p2, ••• ,p0 ) = (1,1,•••,1) 
b 
.~ tt.rt, . otherwise J-l J ; J 
* where r = E r 2 r = E r· 
t j' J. t j j 
If ). does not depend upon a particular pair of (p1, p2, ••• , pn) th Pl. P:a • • • 'Ptl 
associates and if r is a constant fort= l,2,···,v, then the above block 
design is an NPBB design with respect to the BNAS. Paik and Federer [l973b] 
concluded the following: 
Theo~:=m 2. 3 Any NPBB design having BNAS is ~ BFE and is ~ PA ~block de-
sign, and conversely. 
Example 2.1 Consider the follo'l'ling block design v = 2 X 3, r = 4, k = 8, and 
b = 3 : 
block 1, 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 1, 4 
block 2, 2, 5, 1, - 5, 3, 4, 6, 2 
block 3, 3, 6, 6, 4, 1, 2, 5, 3 
1vhere l = (0,0), 2 = ( o, 1)' 3 = (0,2), 4 = (1,0), 5 = (1, 1), and 6 = (1,2). 
This design is an NPBB design with /...00 = 5, /...01 = 6' /...10 = 5' and A.11 = -26; 
also it is a BFE and is a PA type block design. .In this design, for example, 
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treatment 1 = (0,0) is the (l,O)th associate with treatments 2 = (0,1) and 
. "' th th . 3 = (0,2); (0,1) associate with treatment 4 = (1,0); and (0,0) associate 
with treatments 5 = (1,1) and 6 = (1,2). Since r 1, 1 = 2, r 1, 2 = 1, r 1, 3 = 1 
and r 2, 1 = 1, r 2, 2 = 2, r 2, 3 = 1, then A10 = 5; also since r 4, 1 = 2, r4, 2 = 1, 
r 4, 3 = 1, then A. 01 = 6, and lastly, since r 5, 1 = 1, r 5, 2 = 2, r 5, 3 = 1, then 
* * "-oo = 5. Also, we obtain r = 6 and A. = r - rk = 6 - 32 = -26. 11 . 
3· EXAMPLES OF PBB DESIGNS HAVING BNAS 
A rectangular association scheme is defined for v = ~m2 treatments as a 
rectangle with m1 rov1s and m2 columns, with first associates in the same row, 
second associates in the same column and all other pairs being third associates. 
In this case, if >ve denote v =~m2 treatments by (i1,i2 ), where ij = 
then using the notation of.BNAS, 
n10 = m2 -1, n01 . = m1 -1, and n00 = (m1 -1) (m2 -1) , 
0, 1, · • • ,m. -1, 
J 
and we have 410, ~Ol' and A.00 as the first, second and third associates, respec-
tively. 
From (2.13) 
9=- \01 A., 1 [Irl1 -1 l] . [Ill;a -1 1] 
- rk -1 1 -1 1 -
(3.1) 
where e = (e(O,O), 8(0,1), 9(ljO), 9(1,1))' and A.= (\00, t.. 01, t..10, ~11 )', i.e., 
e(o,o) = o, 
e(o,l) = r~ [cml-l)(A.oo - "-o1) + t...10 + r(k-1)] ( 3· 2) 
e (1, o) = r~ [ (m2 -l) ("-oo ;...10) + A.Ol + r(k-1)] 
9(1,1) = ~ [t...01 + "-10 - A.OO + r(k-l)] 
In a rectangular association scheme, if ~=m2, and A.10=A.01, treatments either 
in the same row or in the same column, while all other pairs are second associ-
ates A.00 f A.10, we obtain the Latin square (L2 ) type association scheme. 
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On the other hand, if we let t'l'lO treatments in the same row in a rectangular 
association be first, and any other two be second associates, then we obtain a 
so-called "group divisible" association scheme. In this case, 
A.lO' A.ol = Aoo' but ~o I= X.ol ' 
n10 = m2-1, n01 = m1-1, n~ = (~-l)(m2-l) 
so, we obtain 
9(0,1) = ri [r(k-1) + ~0] = 9(1,1) 
9(1,0) = r~ [r(k-1) + >..10 - m2(A.l0 - A.oo)] 
1 
= rk mlm2A.Ol ' 
We obtain yet another association scheme introduced by Roy (1953-4) if we 
n 
denote v = n m. treatments by (i1,i2,···,i ), where i. = O,l,•••,m.-1. Let i=l 1 n J J 
the first associates be two treatments with all but the last subscripts equal, 
and generally let (n-i)th associates be those with the first i subscripts equal, 
but the (i+l)th ones different. 
In this case, we have 
A.ll•••lO 
A. ='A 11···100 11···101 
.A. =.A. = >.. = ).. . 11···1000 11···1001 11···1010 11···1011 
f. =A. = 100···0 10···01 =).. 101···1 
1.. =>-, =···=A. 00···0 00···01 011···1 
General examples of PBIB design having BNAS are partially co·nfounded factor-
ial experiments. 
Examp le__:.'h2 -- , , . v = 2 x· 2 x 2, k = 4 
' 
b = 6, r = 3· 
bl. ~ ba b4 bs be 
1 5 1 3 1 2 
2 6 2 4 3 4 
3 7 5 7 5 6 
4 8 6 8 7 8 
-v-- --.,-- -v--Effect confounded 
A B c 
-9-




2 3 1 2 1 2 0 1 
2 i .3 2 1 0 2 1 
1 2 2 3 0 1 1 2 
2 1 1 0 3 2 2 1 
1 2 0 1 2 3 1 2 
10212132 
01121223 
This design is a PA type incomplete block design and PBIB design having 
A.llO = 2 ' h-101 = 2' }.100 = 1'. "-o11 = 2 ' 
A.ooo = o • 
From (2.13) or directly from (2.8) 
9(001) = 8/12' 9(010) = 8/12, 9(011) = 1 
9(100) = 8/12, 9(101) = 1, 9(110) = 1, 9(111) = 1 • 
NOTE: Triangular and cyclic PBIB designs are not PBIB designs having BNAS. 
4. ANALYSIS OF PBB DESIGNS HAVING BNAS 
4.1 Intra-block ana~sis 
The notation u(51,o2,···,on) defined in section 2 can be expressed as follows: 
n 
u = l [ n ® H(m. )] a -l , 
- rv . ~ -~=1 
(4.1) 
\vhere, u = (u(o,o, ••• ,o), u(o,o, ••• ,l), ••. , u(1,1,···,1))', 
H (m. ) = [ 0 mi] , ~ 1 -1 (4.2) 
-1 ( -1 ) 1 )' and~ = 0,9 (o,o, ••• ,1' ••• , 9- (1,1,···,1) • 





u(O,O) 0.·· . 
e 1 ( 1 1 ) 






1 -1 -1 1 
9-1 (1,0) 
a -1 (1, 1) 
1 ( 1 1 ) ~ e(o,l) - 9(1, 1) 
1 ( ~ 1 1 + 1 ) ~m2 .-,.e(0,1) - :e(l,O) e(1,1) 
.. 
~ = [u(O,O)D~ Qsi D~ + u(O,l)D~ ® D~ + u(l,..O)Di ® D~ ~ 
,.. 
_ 1 I Q + _!_ ( 1 _ 1 ) I ® J Q 
- re(l, 1) ~ma- rm2 e(l, o) e(1, 1) m, ~-
1 ( 1 1 ) . 
+ ~ 0{0,1) - 9(1,1) 3n;. ®I~~ • 
Let Q~, 11 be the ( 11, 12 ) th ele:nent of the vector 9; then, 
(I ®J· )~= (~QO.' ···, ~QO.' ~~., •.• , ~~., ••• 
n;. ll'la J J .. J J J J ·:· J J 
~ '-l,j' ···, J ~-l,j)' 
and 
!: Qi m.. 1' ••• ' !: QiO' ••• } !: Qi m.. 1) I i , .... - i i . }1!J-
n 
In general, let~= (1~1~ niCs)~ and S(i1,i2,···,in) be the (i1,i2, .•• ,in)th 
· element of vector §. ; then, 
~ 21! Zn. 
S ( 11, i 2, • • • ~ in) = \' \ • • • \' Q L.. '--' "- jl,,j6,•••,.1n' 
.it =0 j 1 =0 jn =0 
Hhere z . =m.. -1 if 5. =1 and z : =0 and j . =i. · if ~'. =0 • 
11 1 1 11 1 
·4.2 The combined intra- and inter-block a~alysis 
(4.4) 
In the model (2.1), the block effect~ (~j) could ~e assumed to be independent 
:, .. 
variates with mean zero and variance a~ • Using matrix notation, model (2.1) can 
be expressed as follows: 
:'[ = X¢ + € 
= (~_~, x1, x )¢ + € 2 - - ' 
v1here :'l is a bk X l observation vector, 1 is a bk X l column vector having all 
elements unity, Xi is a bk X v matrix, x2 is a bk X b matrix, ~ is a (v+b~l) X l 
:parameter vector such that ¢ = (J.L, t 1, t 2, • • ·, t , t31, t32, • • ·, t3, ) 1 , and E is a bk X l 
- v 0 -
experimental error vector. Note that X{X1 = riv' X{X2 = N, X2X2 = k~ . 
Let "£::- = 
minimized is 
Xly 
2-' (J.L, ~ 1 ) 1 ; then, the sum of squares to be 
( ~ ) t ( - ) W I ( * -l~-* ) ( it- ~!--it) H :'l - ~ ¥. - X~ + k ¥. - X ~ I ¥. - X ~ ' 
l 1·1here 11 = , 
a2 
wl = l and \'Te obtain the following normal equation: 
w' . * * * *-w(X1'.f.- X 1 X~) + k (X 1¥. -X 'X 'f!*)=O 
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain the following reduced normal 
-equation for t : 
1·1here y •• 
Let 
( nri \ v 
= D:y .. 
ij lJ 
":}-w' :NN' _ W 1 r J )t = 
k v v wQ_+w'(T-Q-.!.iy ), ... v -V"" •• 
c~": = rwi 
v 





Then, if the design has the Property A, 
n~ } .,,. \"' \'"" n 5 c = ~ .· g'(51,52,···,5 ) n ® n. i . ~ n i=l l 
s=O 5 +o +···+5 =s l 2 n 
v1here g 1 ( 0, 0, • • ·, 0) = rw 11-W 1 
-k- h(O,O, • • · ,0) 
= rw + (v,-w')g(o,o, .•• ,o) 
(4.6) 
g 1 (c\,o2, ... ,on) = (1·1-W 1 )g(o1,52, ... ,5n) for (o~,52 , .. ··,5n) /= o and (5l'o2, ... ,5n) 
L w1 r r (1,1,···,1), g'(l,l,···,l) = (w-w')g(l,l,···,l)--. 
v 
If we denote the efficiency factor associated with matrix c* by ew(x1,x2,···,xn)' 
--:~-~ 
n~l{ \ '·· .- "· n ' ' 
= .· L. . g (ol,o2, •.. ,o ) n E. (x.,o. )r ~ n i=l 1 1 1 
s=O 5 +o +- • • +5 =s 1 2 n -
::: oi."W' + (w-w 1 )nfl{ ~ ,.g(o1,o2,···,5) TI E.(x.o.t 
- ..... n i=l J. 1 J. 
s=O 5 +5 +···5 =s 1 2 n 
= l"Vl' + (w-w')r8(x1,x2,···,xn), 
;;here 9(x1,x2,···,xn) is the efficiency factor associated with the matrix C. 
{~ 
The generalized inverse of C is easily obtained, i.e., 
*+ c 
n-1 
= ~{ I · ~·(o1;o2,-••• ,o~)i~l0n/>i}, 




-- 1\' \' 
riL '-
s=l x +x + ••• +x =s 1 2 n 
n 1-o. ~o.x. 0 (m.x.) 1 (-1) ]. ].i=l 1 1 
W1 + (w-w')8(x X • •• X ) 1' 2' ' n 
Hence, the solution of (4.6) is 
·:'c+ 
t = c p 
1 !: = Vl~ + w'(!- 9-:;; ~-7 .. ) 
Using the form of (2.6), we obtain 
n-1 ~ = I{ ~. u'(ol,o2, ••• ,on)i~l0sl Di~\ ~}. 
s=O o +o +·•·+5 =s 1 2 n 
If v = m1m2, for example, 
t = u 1 (0,0) P + u'(o,l)(rll\ ~Jm,) P + u'(l,o)(J~ 0r~) P 
I-! here 
l 
U I ( Q J 0) ::: -..--:---r--~::-r:::--="~ 
rw' + r(w-':1')8(1,1) 
u'(O,l) ~ C~· + l (w-! 1 )e(l, 1)) = ( w-w' )e ( 1, o) - w' + 
u'(l,O) 









Next, if we calculate Cov(~), 'de obtain 
Cov(~) * = c 
- *+ Cov(t) = C 
" " Now, consider two treatment intra-block estimates t. and t., where 
J. J 
( 4. 14) 
i = (i1,i2,···,in) and j = (j 1,j2, ···,jn) 
Kurkjian and Zelen [1963] as follo~;s: 
A A 
The variance of t. t . is given 1Jy 
J. J 
n ( 4.15) 
Var(ti-tj) = 2a2 \' \ rv' ~ i.... 
s=l x +x +• • • +x :::s 1 2 n 
\'lhere 
if ir = jr 
This is nothing but the variance of the difference between tHo treatments which 
th 
are (p1,p2,···pn) associates. For example, if v = m1m2, 
2a2 ( m2 + ml ) 
rm1m2 e(o:T) 9(1,0) for (pl'p2) = (0, 0) 
Var(ti-tj) = 2a2 ( ml ml(m2-l)) rm1m2 9(1,0) + 9(1,1) for (pl,p2) = ( o, 1) ( 4.16) 
In the case of combined intra- and inter-block analysis, 
n (m -l)Xr+ (-l)s+l n (1-m )XrPrl L r=l r i=l r \, 
X +x +•••+x =s W 1 + (w-w') 8 (x1,x2, ••• ,xn) r 
1 2 n . 
(4.17) 
where p = 0 if i J. J. and 1 if i = J" • 
r r r r r r 
4.3 Illustrative example 
We give belo-v1 the analysis for the group divisible design 1vith parameters 
-· -~ 
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1 '. 6 11 '·'·' 
.2 't 12 
3 8 13 
4 9 14 
5 10 15 
If we denote the treatments by (i1,i2 ), where ij = 0,1,2,··· ,mj-1 and treat-
ment number by 5i1 + i 2 + 1, the above design is a PBIB design having the following 
BNAS: 
From (2.13) or (3.2) 
e(o,1) 





= -, 3 
and e ( 1,1) = ~ , 
. 1 
u(0,1) = 0, and u(1,0) =- 45 
From the numerical example in Chapter II of Bose, Clatworthy and Shrikhande 
A [1954], the calculation for t. . can be systematically arranged as in the Table 
1.. ' l;a 
4.2. The entries for columns headed s(o,o) = u(O,O)Q. . and S(l,O) = u(1,0)Q . 
~'~ 'J~ 
are obtained from the Table 4.1 and the last column in the Table 4.2 shows the esti-
mates of the treatment effects t. . , 
11 , la 
obtained by adding the values of S(O,O) and 
S(l,O) which are shown in the corresponding rows. 
TABLE 4.1 
Values of Q. . 
1.1 ' l;a 
il 
0 1 2 Q • 'i:a 
----
Q. 0 0.475 0.600 0.450 1.525 l.J., 
Q. 1 -1.125 0.100 0.825 -0.200 
ll' 
Q. 2 1.:~,' -0.925 0.150 -0.275 -1.050 
Qil' 3 -0.175 0.575 -0.575 -0.175 
Qil ,4 0.200 -0.625 o. 325 -0.100 
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TABLE 4.2 
Intra-block Estimates of Treatment Zffects 
---··---c--· -Treatment A 
i . ( il 'iz ) s(o,o) S(l,O) I t. . 
' 
I ll 'la 
1 . , ( o, 0) 0.15833 -0.03389 0.12444 
2 ; ( o, 1) -0.37500 0.00444 -0.37056 
3 ; ( o, 2) -0.30833 0.02333 -0.28500 




( o, 4) 0.06667 0.00222 0.06889 
6 ; (1, 0) 0.20000 -0.03389 0.16611 
7 ; (1, 1) 0.03333 0.00444 0.03777 
8 . 
' 
(1)2) 0.05000 0.02333 0.07333 
9 ; (1,3) 0.19166 0.00389 0.19555 
10 ; (1, 4) -0.20833 0.00222 -0.20611 
11 ; (2, 0) 0.15000 -0.03389 0.11611 
12 ; (2,1) 0.27500 0.00444 0.27944 
13 ; (2, 2) -0.09167 0.~333 -0.06834 




(2, 4) 0.10833 0.00222 0.11055 
4.3.1 Intra-block analysis of variance 
We make the following calculations in the usual manner: 
(a) sst = "Treatments adjusted II st.un of squares 
" 
=!: t.Q.. i l 1 
= (0.12444)(0.475) + (-0.37056)(-1.125) + .•• + (0.11055)(0.325) 
(b) SS,' = "Blocks unadjusted" sum of squares 
0 
= L: BC:/k - (Tota1) 2 /N, N = bk 
j J 
= 4.9233 • 
(c) SS ~ Total sum of squares corrected for the mean 
= 9·3733 
(d) SS = E.rror sum of squares 
e 
-l-6-
= 9-3733 1.5641 - 4.9233 ' 
= 2.8859 
We thus get the following intra-block· analysis of variance table. 
TABLE 4. 3 
Intra-block Analysis of Variance 
Source 9f variation d.f ss MS 
Treatment (adj) 14 1. 5641 0.1117 = s2 t 
:Blocks· ( unadj) 14 4.9233 
Error · 31 2.8859 0.0931 = (;2 
------
Total 59 9·3733 
--------·· 
· ..... ~,: 
The observed F~ratio of 1.199. with 14 and 31 degrees of freedom is not signifi-
cant at the 5 per cent level. 
The variance of the difference bet1~een the effects of ith and jth treatment is 
"' given by (4.16) and is estimated by replacing a2 by a2 • Hence the estimated vari-
ance of the difference between tivo treatments which are ( 0, 0) th associates is 
2 (;2 ( IDz lllJ. (m1 -l)(Ina-l)-l) 
rm1 m2 . 9(0,1) + 9(1,0) + 9(1,1) 
.. 
Likewise the estimated variances of the difference between two treatments which are 
(l,O)th associates and (O,l)th associates are: 
( ffi2 lll:a (~ -l)) 28 . 9(0,1) + 9(1,1) = (0.0931) 45 = 0.0579 
and 
2 (0.0931) 3 = 0.0621 J 
respectively. 
-17-
Since each treatment has eight (O,O)th associates, four (l,O)th associ-
ates and tuo (O,l)th associates, the average varian~e of a difference is 
(0.0579)(8+4) + (0.0621)(2) = 0.0585 
14 
4. 3· 2 Inter-!)lock analysis of va1·iance 
The following calculations are to be made: 
(a) SSt = "Treatments unadjusted (ignoring block effects)" 
sum of squares 
= t Tf/r - (Total)2 /bk 
= %((11.100)2 + (9.400)2 + ••• + (11.500)2)- (164.00)2/64 
= 3·1383 • 
and is obtained in the usual manner. 
(b) 
These 
ss = b "Blocks adjusted (eliminating treatment effects)" 
sum of squares 
= ss - SS I - ss t e 
= 9·2733 3·1383 - 2.8859 
::: 3· 3491 
sums of squares are sunnnarized in Table 4.4. 
TABLE 4.4 
Auxiliary Table for Inter-block .Analysis of Variance 
-----·----------..---
Source of variation 
------------
Treatment (unadj) 












Expectation of the SS 
--------4-------------------------
Total 59 ss =9·3733 
-------- ---------------------
(c) The estimates of a2 and a~ are obtained by equating SSb and sse to 





"' " = (b-1)a2 + (bk-v)a2 (see Appendix [a.2]) 
"' = (bk-b-v+1)a2 
This gives 
where s: is the error mean square and ~ = ssJ(b-1) is the ''blocks ad-
justed" mean square. Hence 
"2 
a = 0.0931 
? = 0.0455 t3 ,. 
" 1 
w = - = 10.7411, 
"2 C1 
1 
u' ( o, 0) = -"---,..-.... ------- = o. 02788 
r(w' + (w-w')9(1~1)) 
u'(O,l) = 0 
u' ( 1, 0) - _L (---..;;1;..__·- -
-rm. "' "" ·-..~. w' + (w-w')9(0,1) " w' + 
1 ) (w-w' )e(l, 1> 
= -0.00120 
(d) Calculation of P. . ·and of the combined intra- and inter-olo~k esti-
ll J la· . . 
-mates t. . is obtained by setting 
J.l J J.:a 
"' "' p. . = wQ. 1 + w 'Q! . , 1:1, , 12 J.1 , a J.1 , 12 
' 








0 1' 2 Total, p 
• ) i;a 
-
A 5.10202 6.44466 4.83350 wQ. 0 J.l' 
~1Q'. J.l 1 0 -1.11958 0.60705 1.87930 
P. 0 3·98244 7·05171 6. 71280 17.74695 11 1 
----
"' wQ. 1 -12.08374 1.07411 8~-86141 J.l' 
A 
-1.48308 2.69717 w1Q1. 0.97055 J.l '1 




wQ. 11) 2 -9.93552 1.61117 -2.95380 
A 
~., 1Q 1. 111 2 -0.75608 -0.66521 -2.02833 




11' 3 -1.87969 6.17613 -6.17613 
A 
vJ 'Q 1. 1113 3·78767 -0.75608 -2.39183 
P. 3 1. 90798 5.42005 -8.56796 -1.23993 ll ' 
-
A 
2.14822 -6.71319 3·49086 v1Q. 4 ll ' 
A 
w1Q'. 11,4 0.24355 -1.84658 0.87967 
P. 4 2.39177 -8.55977 4. 37053 -1.79747 1i,' 
·---
Since 
-t. . = u'(O,O)P. . + u1(l,O)P . 1 
ll 1 lz J.1 , la • , 1a 
the combined intra- and inter-block estimates t. . of the treatment effects 11 ' J.e~ 




The Combined Intra- and Inter-block Estimates 
of the Treatment Effects 
Treatment 
-i . ( il 'ia) uw (0, O)P i . u*(l,O)P . Total, t. 
' .1' ~a • '~2 ~l, ia 
---~··- ·---
1 ; (0, 0) 0.11103 -0.02130 0.08973 
2 . (0, 1) -0.37824 -0.00004 -0.37828 , 
3 , ( o, 2<) -0.29808 0.01767 -0.28041 
4 ; (0, 3) 0.05319· 0.00149 0.05468 
5 ; (0, 4) 0.06668 0.00216 0.06884 
6 . (1, 0) 0.19660. -0.02130 0.17530 , 
7 . (1, 1) 0.05701 -o.oooo4 0.05697 , 
8 , (1,2) 0.02637 0.01767 0.04464 
9 . (1,3) 0.15111 ' 0.00149 0.15260 , 
10 ; (1,4) -0.23865 0.00216 -0.23649 
11 ; (2, 0) 0.18715 -0.02130 0.16585 
12 . (2,1) 0.32225 -0.00004 0.32221 
' 
13 , (2, 2) -0.13890 0.01767 -0.12123 
14 
' 
(2, 3) 0.12185 0.00216 -0.23738 
15 ; (2,4) 0.12185 0.00216 0.12401 
For the combined intra- and inter-block analysis there is no exact test of 
the hypothesis.of the equality of treatment means but when this hypothesis 
is true the quantity E t.P. is approximately distributed as X2 with v-1 de-
i ~ J. 
grees of freedom. 
Thus 
\'-
X2 = '-- tiPi = 21.0345 
i 
with 14 degrees of freedom and iR not significant at the 5 per cent level (also, 
see Federer [1955], section XI-7). 
The estimated variance of the difference bet~veen the estimated effects 
of two treatments which are (O,O)th associates is 
-21-
,,: ... (;. + (;;_; }e (o, 1) + ~' + (;;_;, )e (1, o) 
(~ -1) (llla -1)-1 ) . 
+ = O.Q5j4 
~· + (~-w' )a (1, 1) 
Likewise the estimated variances oF-the difference beb1een estimated effects of 
two.:t~eatments'·which are (l,O)th~a-ssbciates and (O,l)th assoc'iates are 0.0534 
' 
and 0.0558, respectively. 
.-,.. 
The average variance is therefore 
n00 (0.0534) + n10(0.0534) + n01 (0.0558) 
__________ __.;.,;o; ___ = 0.0537 
=v-1 · · 
). ANALYSIS OF PAB TYPE_ K-Rml BY B-COLUiv.JN RECTANGULAR DESIGNS 
5.1 Introduction 
n 
Ih a k-row by b-column rectangular experiment design with v = n m. 
i=l l. 
treatments ~eing replicated r times each, suppose the column incidence ma-
trix N has Property A and the row incidence matrix N of the experiment de-
sign has Property 3 as introduced by Zelen and Federer [1964], i.e., 
NN' = f = h(o1,o2, .•• ,o ).n ® n. 51l , 
,_. n 1.=1 l. 
s=O o +o +··•+o =s 1 2 n 
where the h(o1,o2,···,on) are constants. Then the k X b rectangular design 
will be said to have Property A and Property B or will be called a PAB type 
k X b rectangular design. 
Paik and Federer [1973b] have proved the following theorems: 
Theorem 5.1 If the design is ~ NPBB having BNAS with respect to columns, 
then the design is ~ balanc~~ factorial rectangular experiment (BFRE) and is 
~ PAB ~ rectangular design. 
Theorem 5.2 Every PAB ~rectangular design is ~NPBB rectangular design 
having BNAS with respect to ~and to columns, and conversely. 
-22-
However, a BFRE is not always a PAB type rectangular design nor an NPBB 
design having BN.AS \'lith respect to 'both rows and columns (see Kshirsager 
[1957]). 
5.2 Analysis without recovery of the inter-row and inter-column information 
If we ignore the column effects, the above k-row by b-column rectangular 
design could be considered a ''block (row)" design having Property E. The 
set up assumed is 
(5.1) 
where 1.1 is a constant and ti' ph are .the fixed effects associated respective-
ly with the treatments and rm-1s, while ( eih) are assumed to be independent 
nonmal variates with mean zero and variance cr~ • 
In this case, the reduced normal equation for estimating the treatment 
effect vector t is 
-Ct = Q , (5. 2) 
where 
- 1 --c = ri -- NN' 
v b 
"' 1 -~ = T -- NR 
- b -
( Rl, R2, ••• '~) I (5.3) R = J 
~=total yield of al!l the plots of the hth·row 




g(O,O,•••,O) = r- h(O,o, ••• ,o) 
g(o1,o2,···,5n) = -h(o1,o2,···,5n) for (o1,o2,···,5n) f 0 
where 
-23-
= ~{ >"' U.(o1 ,r)2, ••• ,o ).~ ~ D. 01), ~ ~ n ~=l 1 
s=l 0 +o +···+o . 1 2 n 
U.(o ,o ,···,o) 1 2 n \' L 
x +x +· · · +x =s 1 2 n 
r9(x,,x2, ••• ,x) · 
.L n 
(5.5) 
= nfl~ ) g(o1,o2,··•,o ).0 E.(x.,o.)}( 5•6 ) ~...J 1-J n l=l 1 1 1 
s=O 5 +5 + ••• +5 =s 1 2 n 
IVhen the treatment i occurs in column j and row h, the set up could l)e 
(5. 7) 
where p. is a constant, and t., y ., ph are the fixed effects associated re-
l J 
spectively ~vith treatments, columns, and rows, while (E .. h} are assumed to be lJ 
independent normal variates "lith mean zero and variance o2 • (In section 
).3, the column effects [yj) and the row effects [ph) will be assumed to be 
independent random variates with mean zero and variance o2 and o2 · respec-y p' 
tively.) 
Using matrix notation, the model (5.7) can be expressed as: 
r_ = X~ + ~ 
(5.8) 
= ( ~, xl' x2 , x3 ) 'E + ~ 
where ~ is a bk X 1 observation vector, ~ is a bk X l column vector with all 
elements unity, x1 is a bk X v matrix, x2 is a bk X b matrix, x3 is a bk X k 
matrix, ~ is a (v+~)+k+l) X 1 parameter vector such that ~ = (IJ., t 1, t 2, • • •, 
tv,y1,Y2,···,Yb,pl,p2,···,pk)' and € is a bk X 1 experimental error vector. 
Note that 
"'r t-v I '~1-"'1 = r v' 
X!y = T, 
~- -
v 'y = "13 
.1\.2- . ._, X'v = R 3"' -
It is Y~own that the reduced normal equations for estimating the treat-
ment effect vector i may be written as: 
L__ 1 :--~- ·~ 1 ~ 1 (ri - ~' - 6::;.rm + !..J )t* = T - -NB - ;:;NR + -1 y , v k v v - - k - b - v-v- ••• 
where y = total for all observations, or 
... 
(c + c - r( I - !.J ))t* = Q + Q 
v v v - - -
(5. 9) 
Since we are concerned w·ith the PA3 type k X b rectangular design, this 
design has Property A in columns and Property D in rows. The normal equa-
tions in (5.9) can be expressed as follows: 
~ ~ \ o-·:~ ( 5 B • • • B ) n 0 D o, J = Q~~ L ~ o 1' 2' ' n i=l i -j - ' 
s=O B +B +•••+B =s 1 2 . n 
(5.10) 
where g-lt-(o,O,···,O) = g(O,O.,···,O) + g(o,o, ••• ,o)- r, g*(o1,o2,· .. ,Bn) 
= g(o1,o2,···,Bn) + g(B1,o2,···,Bn) for (o1,o2,···,Bn) f 0 and f (1,1,···,1) 




r9*(x x ·•• x ) 1' 2' ' n 
n-1 \' \' * n 
= I I g (Bl,B2,···,B ) n E.(x.B.) 
'-' '""" n i=l J. J. J. 
s=O o +B +···+B =s 1 2 n 
= -r +re(xl,x2,···,xn)+ re(xl,x2,···,xn) 
= r[e(xl,x2,···,xn) + e(xl,x2,···,xn) - 1]; 
then, the solution of the equation (5.10) is 
; u* ( o1, o2, · • •, 5 ) ll QS. D. 0} Q* 






Example 5.1 Consider the design in Example 2.1 as a 3 X 8 rectangular 
arrangement. 
(1). vlith respect to columns, v = 2 X 3, r = 4, k = 3, b = 8, and }~ 00 = 2, 
~Ol = O, A10 = 2, and A.11 = -8 . Using the formula (2.11) 
2 1 . 2 1 2 0 
1 m -1 
e = ·:1• n G (m. ) = 12 I'- i=l ~ 
-1 1 -1 1 0 
= 
1 
-2 -1 2 1 2 
1 -1 -1 1 -8 2/3 
Hence 
:c6(0,1) = 4, r9(l,O) =8/3, and re(l,l) = 8/3 
(2). vlith respect to rows, v = 2 x 3, r = 4, k = 8, b = 3, and ),00 = 5, 
~01 = 6' "-1o = 5' and "-n = -26 • In this case, 
2 1 2 1 ·- 0 ) 
-1 -1 1 -1 1 6 15/16 e = = 32 
-2 -1 2 1 1 _, 
1 -1 -1 1 -26 1 
Hence 
ra(O,l) = 15/4, rS(l,O) = 4 and re(l,l) = 4 
(3). From (1) and (2), the above design is a 'balanced factorial 3 X 8 
rectangular'experiment" and is a PAD type rectangular design having the 
following efficiency factors: 
9.;:-(0,1) = 15/16, 9~~(1,0) = 2/3, and e*(l,l) = 2/3 • 
Now, if we consider t-wo treatment estimates t~ and t·~, vrhere 
~ J 
-26-
i = (i1,i2,···,in) and j = (j1,j2, ••• ,jn)' then the variance oft~ 
given by applying the fo~nula (4.14), i.e., 
var ( t~~ -t": ) = 
~ J rv 
where 
-ro if ir f jr 
Pr 
=ll if i. = j .. 
r r 
5.3 Analysis with recovery of inter-column. and inter-row information 
(5.14) 
In the model (5.8), suppose that the column effects {Yj} and row effects 
{ph} are independent random variates w·ith mean zero and variance cr~ and cr~, 
respectively. Then the sum of squares to be minimized is 
Hhere 
w(v-x¢)'(y-X¢) + ~ (v -X¢ )'(v -X¢)+~ (v -X¢ )'{v -X¢) 
"- - - - k "-c c-c -Lc c-c o "-r r-r "-r r-r ' 
1 
w = -, 
cr2 
y = X~Y, y = X1y 





cp,c : ( iJ.I ~I 1 y I ) J ~r : (Ill~ II e.' ) I J 
-
(k!b'N',JbXk), and X = X2(!,Xl,X2) = c 
-(b!k' N I' JkXb) ; X = X3(!,~'X3) = r 
.-1e obtain the following normal equation: 
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain the following reduced nor-
mal equation for the treatment effect vector t: 
· (c*+c·;~·-rw{I - :hJ ))tw = -? 




c--~ = n'li --NN' 




= rwi - --NN' r v b 
p* = wQ~~- + w G=· NI3- 1.1 ) - y 
-
c ;:: - v=v ••• 
(1 ~ ~!yY ... ) (5. 16) + iv - NR-l~ b -
9:* = 9: + ~ - (~- ~!yY ... ) 
Since He are concerned with the PAB type k X b rectangular design, nor-
mal equation (5.15) can be expressed as follov1s: 
~ { > g ( o1, o2, • • •, o ) II ® D. 0} t L '-' vi n i=l J. -w 
s=O 6 +o +•••+o %s 1 2 n 
* = p 
v1here gw(o,O,···,O) = g~(o,o, ••• ,o) + g1~(o,o, ••• ,o)- rw = rv1c 
(5. 17) 
+ (w-w )g(O,O,···,O) + rw + (w-w )g(o,o, ••• ,o)- n~ = (w-w )g(O,O,···,O) 
c . r r c 
+ (w-vl1)g(O,O,···,O)- (w-w -w ), g (o1,o2,···,6) = g (61,62,···,6) c r w n c n 
+ gr(51,o2,···,5n) = (w~wc)g(51,52, .•• ,on) + (w-wr)g(51,o2, .•• ,5n) for 
(61,62,···,6 ) I 0 and I (l,l,•••,l), and g (1,1,••• 1 1) = g (1,1,···,1) n w c 
+ g (1,1,···,1) + g (1,1,···,1) + ~ = (w-VT )g(l,l,·••,l) 
r r v c 
+ (w-w )g(l, 1,. · ·, 1) - !:. (lv +w -w) • The following solution for equation 
r v c r 
(5.17) is obtained: 
tl'l = n~l{ \ u (o1,o2,···,o) li ® D. 6tl:p* L L w n i=l 1 -








sr-··· L .. 
x +x +>· • +x =s 9 (x1, x2 , • • • 1 X ) \v n 1 2 n ( 5. 19) 
9 (x1 , x2 , • • • , X ) \·l n = (vl-W )9(x1,x2, • • • 1 X ) + (w-W S(X X 1 • • • X ) c , n r l' 2 ' n 
- (w-vl -vl ) 
c r 
if we treatment estimates t\~ w v1here In this case, consider two and t ., ~ J 





s=l x +x +· •• +x =s l 2 n 
where· 
~{: if' i I= jr -~ ..... :-r pr if i jr = l~ 
5.4 nru's'trative example. 
Example 5.2 We giv:e the analysis .for a PAB type 4-~w by 6-column rectangu-
lar design with·v·= 23 • It is useful to divide the computations into a 
number of·steps. 
Step 1. Preparation of the field and treatment ~llocation plans. The 
field plan, Table 5.1, shows the row number in the firnt column. In the 
second column opposite each row number (and in the same row) are given the 
treatments appearing in this row, and below each treatment mnnber is shown 
the correspondihg observed yi-eld. 
In this design, the column incidence matrix N and row incidence matrix 




( I) 1 
19 




( IV) 7 
24 
D j 87 
B/k 21.75 
·-· 
·-~~- .. ,:. 
1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
-
1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 






and N = 1 




















NN' = 4I8 - 2I2®I2®J2 - J2®J2®I2 + 2J8 ' 
i\m' = I2®I2®J2 + 2J8 • 
TABLE 5.1 
Field Plan 
Columns (Blocks) Rov1 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Totals 
Treatments and Yields lb 
2 3 4 5 6 
12 17 18 18 17 101 
3 1 7 8 2 
18 16 18 18 17 111 
5 8 2 1 7 
17 22 16 19 21 115 
8 6 5 4 3 
15 18 16 22 18 113 
62 73 68 77 73 440 
15.5 18.25 17.0 19.25 18.25 
-
Then, since k = 4, b = 6, and r = 3, 
C = ri - NN'/k = 218 + I2®I2®J2/2 + J2®J2®12/4 - J8'/2 
c = ri - NN'/b = 3!8 - I2®I2®J2/b - J8/3 ; 
g(O,O,O) = 2, g(O,O,l) = 1/2, g(0,1,0) = O, g(O,l,l) = 0, 










g(O,O,O) ~ 3, g(O,O,l) = -1/6, g(O,l,O) = O, g(O,l,l) = 0, 
g(l,O,O) = O, g(l,O,l) = O, g(l,l,O) ~ 0 
Then, from formula (2.7), we obtain 
e(o,o,l) = 1, e(o,1,o) = 1, 9(0,1,1) = 2/3, 9(1,0,o) = 1, 
e(1,o,1) = 2/3, e(1,l,o) = 1, e(1,l,l) = 2/3; 
e(O,O,l) = 1, G(O,l,O) = 8/9, S(O~l,l) = 1, ij(l,O,O) = 8/9 
'9(1,0,1) = 1, e(l,l,O) = 8/9, S(l,l,l) = 1; and 
e*(o,o,l) = 1 + 1- 1 = 1, e*(o,1,o) = 1 + 8/9- 1 = 8/9, 
e*(O,l,l) = 2/3 + 1-1 = 2/3, e*(l,O,O) = 1 + 8/9 -1= 8/9, 
e*(1,o,1) = 2/3 + 1 - 1 = 2/3,, -::e*(l,1,o) = 1 + 8/9- 1 = 8/9, 
e*(l,l,l) = 2/3 + 1-1 = 2/3. 
The treatment allocation plan:t~,--, TaQ-le 5.2, shov1s the treatment number 
in the first column. In the second column, opposite each treatment number 
(and in the same row) are given the columns (blocks) in \vhich this treatment 
occurs, and below each block number is _given the corresponding observed 
yield. I~ the next row of the second column immediately below the observed 
yields are shown the block averages (taken from the final column of the field 
plan, Table 5.1). 
From Table 5.2, ~ofe obtain 
Q00• = -11.00, %1 • = 7. 00, QlO• = -4. 00, ~l· = 8. 00, Q,. O = 1. 00, 
Q = -1.00 ' 
··1 
and from Table 5.3, 
-Q = 1.00, 
•• 0 
Q = -1.00 • 
. ·1 
Also, since Q~ = Q. + Q. - T. + y /v we obtain 
l l l l ••• 
Q~00 = -4.75, Q~Ol = -5.25, Q~lO = 1.833, Q~11 = 6.833, ~OO = -0.583, 
* * * Q10l = -3.083, Q110 = 4.500, Q111 = 0.500, * * Q00.= -1o.ooo, Q01• = 8.667, 
~0• = -3.667, Q~1 • = 5.000, q.:.o = 1.ooo, Q* 1 = -1.000 • . . 
-Jl-
TABLE 5.2 
_ Tr~~~nt Allocation Plan 1 
--
T 
.. (Col~) Number, reatment i Block T. and 
J_ Q.i l'i2,i3) Yields and Block Average Ti -Q.i i 
- -
1 (1) (3) (5) 
(0, o, 0) 19 16 19 54 
21.75 18.25 19.25 59.25 -5-25 
2 (2) (4) (6) 
(0,0,1) 12 16 17 45 
15.5 17.0 18.25 50.75 -5-75 
3 (2) (3) (6) 
(0,1,0) 18 17 18 53 
15-5 18.25 18.25 52.00 1.00 
4 (1) (4) (5) 
(0,1,1) 24 18 22 64 
21.75 17.0 19-25 58.00 6.00 
5 (2) (4) (5) 
(1, o, 0) 17 16 18 51 
15.5 17.0 19.25 51.75 -0.75 
6 (1) (3) (6) 
(1,0,1) 20 18 17 55 
21-75 18.25 18.25 58.25 -3.25 
7 (1) (4) (6) 
(1, 1, 0) 24 18 2i 64 
21.75 17.0 18.25 57.00 6.00 
8 (2) (3) (5) 
(1,1,1) 15 22 18 55 
15-5 18.25 19.25 53-00 2.00 
The treatment allocation plan 2, Table 5.3, shows the treatment number 
in the first column. In the second column, opposite each treatment number 
(and in the same row) are given the rows in which this treatment occurs, and 
belm'IT each row number is given the corresponding observed yield. In the next 
row of the second column immediately belm·J the observed yields are shown the 
row average (taken from the final row in the field plan, Table 5.1). 
-Treatment i 
(il,i2,i3)- .. 










7 (1, 1, 0) 
8 
(1, 1, 1) 
. ·-:;32-
TABLE 5. 3 
. ' . 
Treatmen~~~~~cation Plan 2 
••.I-, 1 ... -
Row Number, _ T. and J. 
.......... ----
Yields and Epw Average Ti -Qi 
(I) (II) (III) 
19 16 19 54 
16.833 18.500 19.167 54.5 
(I) (II) (III) 
12 17 16 45 
16.833 18.500 19.167 54.5 
(I) (II) ·(IV) 
17 18 18 53 
16.833 18.500 18.833 54.167 
·(I) (II) (IV) 
18 24 22 64 
16.833 18.500 18.833 54.167 
(I) ·(·fii) .',"(IV) 
18 17 J.6 51 
16.833 19.167 i8.833 54.833 
(I) (III) (IV) 
17 20 18 - 55 
16.833 19.167 18.833 54.833 
. (II) (III) (IV) 
18 21 24 63 
18.500 19.167 18.833 56.5: 
·(II) (III) (IV) 
18 22 15 55 








. 6. 500 
-1.500 
Step 2. Ca1cula~ion of u(51,52,53), u(51,52,_o3), and u*(51'52,a3) • 
From the formulas (2.7) or (4.1) 
1 1 
u(o,o,o) = re(l,l,l) = 2 = 0.5' 
1 ( 1 1 ) 1 
u(0,0,1) = I'1lls 9(1,1,0) - 9(1,1,1) ., -12 = .. 0.08333' 
.) 1( 1 1) 
u(0, 1,0 = ~ 9(1,0,1)- 9(1,1,1) = O' 
- 1 ( 1 1 1 + 1 )-
u(O,l,l)- ~IDs e(l,O,O)- 9(1,0,1)- 9(1,1,0) 9(1,1,1) - O' 
1 ( 1 1 ) 
u(l,O,O) = ~ 9(0,1,1) - 9(1,1,1) = O' 
-33-
( ) 1 ( 1 l 1 + 1 ) = 0 and 
u l,O,l ·== rn~llls 9(0,1,0) - 9-{0,l,l) - 9(.1,1,0) e(l,l:,l) ' 
1 ( 1 1 1 1 ) -1 
u(l,l,O) = I'I1l.L!lle 9(0,0,1) - 9(0,1,1) - e(l,O,l) + e(l,l,l) =24 
Q ... 0. o4167 . 
Similarly, from (5. 6) and (5.13) vie have 
u(O,O,O) = ~- = 0.3333, u(O,O,l) = 418 = 0.02083, u(O,l,O) = O, 
u(O,l,l) = O, u(l,O,O) = O, u(l,O,l) = O, and"u(l,l,O) = 0 • 
u*(O,O,O) = 0.5, u*(O,O,l) = -0.06250, u*(O,l,O) = O, .u~t-(0,1,1) = O, 
u*(l,O,l) = O, J~(l,l,O) = -0.04167. 
Step 3· Calculation of estimates of treatment effects. 
(1). EstLmation of the treatment effects eliminating column effects and 
ignoring row effects. 
TABLE 5~4 
u(O,O,O)Q ... u(O, 0, l)Q .. u(l,l,O)Q . A Treatment i t. 
1 1 1 2 13 1ll.2 • • •J.s l. 
l -2.625 0.91663 -0.04167 -1. 750o4 
2 -2.875 0.91663 o.o4167 -1.91670 
3 0.500 -0.58331 -O.o4167 -0.12498 
4 3.000 -0.58331 0. 04167 2.45836 
5 -0.375 0.33332 -0.04167 -0.08335 
6 -1.625 0.33332 o.o4167 -1.25001 
7 3·000 -0.66664 -O.o4167 2.29269 
8 1.000 -0.66664 0. 04167 0.37503 
(2). Estimation of the treatment effects ignoring column effects and elimi-
nating row effects. 
~'r.I\BLE 5· 5 




Treatment i I ii( 0, ~. ~ ~)Q. . . -i-( -0 ,-o-, -.:.i-)Q.:...·.· -. 
--~ . . .. ~-___ ---.,·• ----+-----
' r 
1 -0.16667 -0.20830 
2 -3.16667 -0.20830 
3 -0.38889 0.18053 
q. 3-27774 0.18053 
5 -1.27776 -0.07638 
6 0~05.556 ..0.07638 
7 









(3). Estimation of the treatment effects eliminating column and ro~ 
effects. 
TABLE 5.6 
Treatment i . u*(OOO }Q. . . 
J.11ala 
· u*(OOl)Q .. 
1ll.;a. 
u*(llO)Q . 
• •J.s t": l 
.. ---·-
1 
-2.37500 0.62500 -0.04167 -1.79167 
2 -2.62500 0.62500 0.04167 
-1.95833 
3 0.91667 -0.54167 -O.o4167 0.33333 
4 3-41667 o. 54167 0.04167 2.91667 
5 -0.29167 0.22917 -0.04167 -0.10417 
6 -1.541,67 0.22917 0.04167 -1.27083 
7 2.25000 -0.31250 -0.04167 1. 89583 
8 0.25000 -0.31250 0.04167 -0.02083 
--·- -·· .. -·--··- -----··-··-·------
Step 4. Analysis of variance 
Method I. 
(i). From Table 5.1, the total sum of squares (SST) is 
SST = 192 + 122 +• • • + 182 - 44o2/24 = 177.33333 • 
(ii). The treatment sum of squares eliminating column and row effects (sst*) 
is, from step 3, (3), 
sst* = E t~Q~ i l l 
-35-
= (-1.79167)(-4.75) + (-1.95833)(-5.25) + .•• 
+ (-0.02083)(0.500) = 51.83331 
(iii). ss" = "column unadjusted (_ignoring treatment effects)" sum of 
c 
squares 
= I: B~/k - (to~al)2/bk j J 
= 89-33333 
(iv). SS~ = "row unadjusted (ignoring treatment effects)" sum of squares 
= 19·3333 
(v). SS = 
e 
I! 11 error sum of squares 
: ss - ss * - SS II - SS II T t c r 
= 177·33333 51.83331 - 89.33333 - 19.33333 
= 16.83336 
Table 5.7 is then obtained. 
TABLE 5·7 
Analysis of Variance, Form I. 
Source of Variation 
Treatment, 



















Total 23 177·33333 
The observed F-ratio of 3.52 with 7 and 8 degrees of freedom is signifi-
cant at 5 per cent level. 
Method II. 
(i). From step 3, (1), 
SSt" = "treatment stnn of squares 11 ignorin~ row effect and eliminating 
) 
column effects 
.. ' ~·. -~,.. . . '. ··' 
" 
= ~ t.Q. = (-1.75004)(-5.25) + (-1.91670)(-5.75) + ••• 
i ~ ~ 
+ ( o. 37503) (2. 00) ,-= 53.45916 • 
(ii). ss' =Error sum of squares ignoring row effects 
e 
= ss - SS-" - ss II T t c 
·_; .). . . c 
= 177·33333 - 53.45916 - 89·33333 
= 34.54084 • 
(iii). SS~' = treatment sum of squares;( ignoring coltnnn and row effects 
=(1/3)(542 + 452 +··-+ 552 )- (440)2 /24 
= 88.66667 . 
(iv). SS' = column sum of squares eliminating treatment effects 
c 
= SS - SS - SS' T t e 
= 177·33333 - 88.66667 - 34.54084 
(v) • SS = row sum of squares eliminating treatment and column effects 
r 
= SS - SS II - SS I - SS T t c e 
= 177·33333 - 88.66667 - 54.58476 - 16.83336 
= 17.70748 • 
These results are presented in Table 5.8. 
Method III. 
(i). SSt = treatment sum of squares ignoring column effects eliminating row 
effects 
= ~ t .Q. 
i ~ ~ 
= (-0.37497)(-0.500) + (-3·37494)(-9.500) +··· 
+ (-0.39585)(-1.500) = 86.91810 . 
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( ii). SS 11 = error sum of squares ignoring column effects 
e 
: 88 - SS.,. - 88 II T t r 
= 177·33333 - 86.91810 - 19·33333 = 7l.o8190 • 
(iii). SS' = rov1 sum of squares eliminating treatment effects 
r 
= 177-33333 - 88.66667 - 7l.o8190 = 17.58476 • 
(iv). SS = column sum of squares eliminating treatment effects and rot-1 
c 
effects 
= SS - SS * - SS' - SS T t r e 
= 177·33333 - 88.66667 - 17.58476 - 16.83336 = 54.24854 • 
v/e then obtain Table 5.9. 
TABLE 5.8 
Analysis of Variance, For.m II. 
--·----------·····-.--·--------· 
Source of Variation df ss 
Treat. ignor. c andR 7 88.66667 
Column elim. T ignor. R 5 54.12582 
Row elim. T. and C 3 17·70748 
Error 8 16.83336 
Total 23 177·33333 
(see Appendix [a.6)) 
Expected SS 
3cr2 + loo2 p 
8cr2 
The variance of the difference between the effects of ith and jth 
treatments is given by (5.14) and is estimated by replacing a2 by s2 (taken 
e 
from Table 5. 7). 
____ . ,...,.,-_. ''; ___ -.____________ _ 
Associate 
Estimation of Variance 
of the difference 




(001) (21/24 )s2 
e 
(010) . (19/24 )s2 e 
(011) (21/24 )s2 
e 
(100) (19/24 )s2 e 
(101) (21/24 )s 2 
e 
(110) (22/24 )s2 
e 
AverHge: (1/7)(1/24)(19 + 21 + 19 + 21 + 19 + 21 + 22.)s.~ = (71/84)s~ 
~ABLE· 5.9 
Analysis of Variance, E.'OJ;'!Q. III. 
. . ... , . .,, ~-. . _) . 
Source of Variation df ss :Expected SS 
Treat. ignor. C and R 7 88.66667 
Column elim. T and R 5 54.58476 50'2 + 16cr2 
'Y 
Rm·l elim. T ignor. c 3 17 0 58476 ' 
Zrror 8 16.83336 &2 
------
Total 23 177·33333 
(see Appendix [a.?]) 
Step 5. Analysis with recovery of inte1~-column and inter-row information 
(a). Estimation of cr2 , cr~, and cr~ . 
Using Tal)les 5.7, -5.8, and 5.9, vle obtain the following equations: 
::)2 6"2 SS c = 5cr + 1 a'Y , 
(see Appendix, [a.6], [a. 7]) 
Then, 
. ~ ·~ 2:io417 
~ = 0.)4659 and y 
0.23739 
--39-
~ = l/B2 = 1/2.10417 = 0.47524 
;r = l/(02+b2~) = 1/3.52851 = 0.28340 
;;c = l/(6'2+kcry) = 1/4.29053 = 0.23307 
(c). Using formula (5.19), we obtain: 
(d). 
~ (o,o,o) = o.84490, u (o,o,l) = -0.05528 
w w 
u (0,1,0) = o, u (0,1,1) = o, u (1,0,0) = 0 
\'1 \>1 w 
u (1,0,1) = o, u(l,l,O) = -0.03587 
w w 
Calculation of P* and tw . 
- -
Using formula (5.16), ¥7e obtain: 
~00 = -1.40854, ~01 = -3.62726, pt10 = -0.06411 , 
~11 = 3·71051, Pioo = -1.08193, P~01 = -0.75507 , 
~10 = 3.02982, Pt11 = 0.19658 J 
~0 . = -5.03580, ~1 . = 3.6464o, Pio. = -1.83700 , 
F!l· 3·22640 J 
~-0 = 0.47524, ~-1 = -0.47524 
Now, we obtain the treatment effects with recovery of the inter-column and 
inter-row information as shown in Table 5.10. 
The variance of the difference between the effects of ith and jth treat-
ments, var(t~-t~) is given by the formula (5.20), and is estimated by using 
l. J 




i o. 84490?." . . -0.05528~ .· . 0. 03587p!' . tw 
J.l J.a l3 . J.1 J.z· • . • •J..s 
. - --- ---· ··-·---- -~-
000 -1.19008 0.27838 -0.01705 -0.92875 
001 
-3.06467 o. 27838. 0.01705 -2.76924 
010 -0.05417 -0.20157 -0.01705 -0.27279 
011 3·13501 -0.20157 0.01705 2. 95049 
100 -0.91412 0.10155 -0.01705 -0.82962 
101 
-0.63796 0.10155 0.01705 -0.51936 
110 2-55989 -0.17836 -0.01705 2.36448 
111 0.16609 -0.17836 0.01705 0.00478 
---------· ---· 
APP:EI-IDIX 
r. In the model (2.1), the block effects ( f3 . } are assumed to independent 
J 
random variates with mean zero and variance cr~ • 
Using matrix notation, model (2.1) is expressed as follovlS: 
v = lf.l + X. t + ~~213 + € , ~ - J.- - - (a.l) 
where ~ is a bk X 1 observation vector, 1 is a bk X 1 column vector having 
all elements unity, x1 is a bk X 'V matrix, x2 ·'is a bk X b matr~x, f.l is the 
. -~- . . . . . 
overall constant effect, ~ is a v x. 1 treatment effe=ct vector, @ is.,a .1:> X 1 
. . . .. "' 
random block effect vector, and ~ is a !)k X 1 independent e}..'})erim.entaJ, error 
vector having the variance-covariance matrix. cr2 ~Jk ., 
Then, the total sum of squares corrected for the mean is expressed as: 
Let CF = (1'~)'1'~)/bk Then, the treatment sum of squares ignoring 
block effects is 
Now, since Xl_X1 = riv' X~X2 = k~, ~<ix2 = N, and I;(f.l), E(~) = ~~ E(@) = 0, 
E(~) = O, 
~(v'v) = z((J..!l 1 +t'Y'+f3'X'+E')(lJ.l+X t+X f3 +d), 
"' "' - - 1_ - 2 - - l- 2- -
Hence, 
,,( t'""1T""~ \ 
__;, .._,~· ) 
-41-
~(SST) = E(l'~ ·- CF) · 
= r{l:t;:;-(L:t. )2 /v]. + (bl<::-b)cr; + (bl~-1)cr2 
l.·l. .l. 1-' l. . 





E((x'l)'(X'y)/r) = 'JkJ-L2 + 2.:q,LL:t. + .r!:t~ + vcr2 + vcr'Cc 
' 1 1- i l i l (3 
E(SS~) = ~<(X{~) 1 (X}_:!)/ r CF) 
= r(r:t;:;-(L:t. )2 /v) + (v-b)a~ + (v-1)a2 
i l. i l 1-' 
E(Remainder) = E(SST) - E(SSt) 
E(SS ) = (bk-v-h+1)cr2 
e 
E(SS,, block sum of squares ellininating treatment effects) 
0 
= (ss -ss '-ss ) T t e 
= (bk-v)a2 + (b-l)a2 (3 
II. In a k X o rectangular experiment, t~e set-up assumed is: 
i = 1,2,···,v 
' 
j = 1,2,···,b j 
h = l,2J···,k, and bk/v = r 
Using matrix notation 
(a. 2) 
-42-
wherE: l is a bk X '1 observation vector, !··i~~.a. bk. X_ 1· CQlumn vector with all 
elements unity, J~ is ~ bk X v matrix, x2 is a bk X b matrix, x3 is a bk X k 
., 
matrix, ~is a constant, ~ = (t1,···,tv)' is a fixed treatment effect column 
vector, Y is a b X 1 independent random column effect vector such that E(!) 
= o, E(Y! I) = ~lbJ e ~s a k X 1 ~ndepende9t :row effect vector such that 
:.) * .. 
E(p_) = O, E(pp') = cr2 I, and E_ is a ok X 1 independent random experimental 
-- p k 
'. 
error vector such that E(~) = o, E(~~ I) :i:: a2 lbk • Note that 
Xi:.S. = riv' X2X2 = k~, X3XJ = b~k , 
~X = N 
--1 3 ! 
,, 
Now, 
E(l 'l) = bk~2 + T~t1. + r~t. + rEt~ + bkcr2 1 . i 1. . i 1. y 
+ bkcr2 + bkcr2 
p ' 
and since !'r = bk~+r!~~ + k~Y + b!ke + !'~, 
E(CF) = E( C!\~) .·(! 'l.)/bk) 




= r(tt~ i l <rt1 )2/v) + (bk-k)O'~ +. (bk-b )cr~ 
+ (bk-l)cr2 
.. 
-Xi:t = rl ~ + ri t +NY + Ne + X'€ 
-v v- 1- I 
X2~ = k~IJ. + N't + k3bY + Jbke + X~~ ' and 




"'(SS" J.', t' ignoring column and row effects) 
= E( (Xi~t) '(X{l )/ r-CF) 
= r(~t~-(~t. )2 /v) + (trN'N-k)cry2 
i l i l 
+ (trN'N-b)cr2 + (v-l)cr2 p 
E(SS", ignoring treatment and row effects) 
c 
= E((x'y) '(X'y)/k-cF) 2- 2-
= (t'NN't)/k- (r/v)(~t.)2 + (bk-b)cr2 + (k-l)cr2 , 
- - i l p 
E(SS ) = (bk-V-1)-k+2 )cr2 
e 
Next, for treatment effects ignoring row effects, 
9 = Xil - (1/k)NX~l 
= (rrv - (1/k)NN' }~ + (xi - (1/k)NX~){ , 
* where E = X p + e • 3 
~· (rrv - (1/k)NN')~~·(rrv - (1/k)NN') 
+(xi - (l/k)NX~)~*~*'(x1 - (l/k)X2N') , 
and since E(t~*') = x3x3cr~ + cr2 I 
\vhere 
E ( ~~ 1 ) = ct t 1 c 1 + ( NN ' - ( r 2 / k) J vv )cr~ + Ccr2 , 
C = ri - (1/k)NN' 
v 
E(SSf, treatment SL~ of squares eliminating column effects and ignoring row 
Hence, 
effects) ...... = .E( ~ 'S) 
= E((c+'l) ·~) = + E(~'C ~) 
E(sst) = tr(c+c~~'c') + tr(c+(NN'- (r2 /k)Jv)) + tr(c+ccr2) 





E( SS ', error stun of sq):ici.r'es ignoring rov1 effects) 
e 
= E(SST - SSt"' - SS '.), .. · ... ;. '. •·: .. \ ·c . 
= -tr( c + (NN' - (r2/k)J~·))a6-+ (bk-b )a~ 
+ (bk-v-:p+l)a2 , 
E(SS I 
c' 
column smn of squares eliminating treatment effects and ignoring row 
Finally, 
effects) 
== E(SS - ss 11 - ss I ) T t e 
= (bk-trN'N)a~ + _tr(c+ (NN' ~ (r/k)J) )a~ 
+ (b-trNN')a2 + (b-l)a2 
r:: '.! . '·. ;·;•.· ';""· p 
E(SSr' eliminating treatment and column effects) 
= E(SST - SS~ SS I - SS ) c e 
= E(SS I - ss ) 
e e 
"'(i)k-1)-tr(c:(NN' ~ (?/k)J)))a~ + (k-l)a2 
= (bk-b-tr(c~m'))a~ + (k-l)a2 
Similarly, we obtain 
E(SS , eliminating treatment and row effects) 
c 
From Paik and Federer [1973a], we obtain 
( +-- ) 




where re(xl,x2, ••• ,xn) and re(xl,x2,···,xn) are the eigenvalues of c and c, 
respectively, and e and e are the efficency factors defined in section 2 
and section 5. 
In the example 5.2, 
so 
E(ssr) = (24 - 6 - 2)cr~ + 3cr2 = 16cr~ + 3cr2 
(a. 6) 
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